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All the World’s a Stage: The Nineteenth 
Century Kwakwaka’wakw (Kwakiutl) 
House as Theater 

ANNE E. GUERNSEY ALLEN 

Auf den Brettern, die die Welt bedeuten. 

- Schiller 

The Huxwhukw’s voice is heard all over the world. Assemble at your 
places dancers! at the edge of the world. 

- Kwakwaka’wakw Song 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a preliminary investigation into the semiotics of 
space used in the theater formulation of the Kwak’wala-speak- 
ing Kwakwaka’wakw of the Pacific Northwest as seen by 
Franz Boas at the end of the nineteenth century.’ For these peo- 
ple, the potlatch and its affiliated exhibitions functioned as 
both theatrical venue and core of artistic expression. It is in the 
performances that masks and other artistic statements of social 
prerogative are displayed and validated. Through the struc- 
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ture, space, location, and decoration of their theaters, the 
Kwakwaka’wakw made culturally significant statements con- 
cerning individuals, family, and community. By means of the 
”stage,” these people both defined and influenced their social 
identity and position. Semiotics provides a mechanism by 
which we can elucidate the formulations utilized in the theatri- 
cal communication of these messages. 

When semiotics, which has its origins in linguistics, is applied 
to theater studies, it is primarily involved in the analysis of the 
written text. This is due in part to the nature of theatrical perfor- 
mance and its simultaneous presentation of diverse sign systems, 
which vary in form as well as duration. Consequently, the stu- 
dent of semiotics tends towards an evaluation of the unvarying 
written manuscript.2 Yet there is another system besides the 
language text which is usually consistent throughout a given 
performance and often from presentation to presentation: the 
actual theater structure and the overall space which it defines. 
As a corollary to the semiotic sign systems used in architecture, 
recent studies specifically concerned with theaters have 
a~pea red .~  

Umberto Eco has proposed that any piece of architecture exists 
as a signher (the physical structure) and a sigrufied meaning (the 
function fulfilled by the b~ilding).~ Accordingly, any theater’s 
structure is open to further connotations within the context of the 
originating culture. Most inquiries into the semiotics of theaters 
have focused on types developed during periods of European 
history. However, semiotic analysis can also provide insight into 
the theater forms of non-Western cultures. 

A number of investigators have acknowledged the theatrical 
aspects of Kwakwgka’wakw ceremony. Phlip Drucker talks 
about the “cycles of dramas” while Joyce Wike describes the pre- 
sentations as “theatrical vehicles for the display of wealth and 
hereditary  prerogative^."^ Although the impetus for staging 
such events was the validation of individual and family rights, 
”the dramatic and esthetic motivations were very strong as evi- 
denced by the continuing elaboration of masks and ceremonial 
paraphernalia ..., the strikingly imaginative use of illusions and 
sleight-of-hand in certain performances, and the theatrical stag- 
ing of events.”6 However, it is not at all clear whether the actual 
participants viewed their performances within this construct. As 
an investigation into the theatrical traditions of the 
Kwakwakg’wakw people, this paper must be viewed as a first 
step towards a larger investigation into Kwakwakg’wakw per- 
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formance utilizing semiotic theory as applied to theater. I have 
chosen to focus on a limited time period and specific data as a 
convenient starting point. Consequently, an investigation of con- 
temporary Kwakwaka’wakw practices and their relationship to 
the past is outside the scope of this work except in general refer- 
ence. Such a study deserves direct observation (rather than sec- 
ondhand viewing via performance tapes) and discussions with 
performers, audience, and sponsors. In addition, any scholarly 
attempt to gain cultural insight, regardless of time frame, is self- 
limiting. Theater is just one aspect of the complex social and 
spiritual system of the Kwakwakg’wakw people, albeit a very 
rich one. In addition, semiotics as a theoretical tool seeks to 
uncover signs that are meaningful, not to reveal their meaning. 
No matter its accuracy, such a study cannot explain a culture and 
will generate more questions than answers. 

The data for this paper is primarily taken from work among 
the Southern Kwakwaka’wakw by the anthropologist Franz 
Boas and George Hunt, a native Kwacwala speaker with 
whom Boas collaborated. This information forms the greatest 
single body of nineteenth-century data on Kwakwaka’wakw 
culture, obtained between 1886 (Boas’ first trip to the 
Northwest) and approximately 1920. However, this material 
represents a narrow segment along a cultural time continuum 
which possessed its own history and continued to develop into 
the present. Theatrical ceremonies still take place among the 
people of the Northwest Coast and, although many traditions 
continue, much has ~hanged .~  Certain limitations in using 
Boas’ results, even within their historical framework, must also 
be acknowledged. 

As Manfred Pfister has pointed out, ”verbal and non-verbal 
codes are to a varying degree strongly normative systems of 
rules which reflect the interests and needs of a particular soci- 
ety or social stratum.”* This does not mean, however, that dif- 
ferent levels of sign understanding do not exist within the com- 
munity itself. Certain signified primary meanings may be evi- 
dent to a relative newcomer to the culture, while other meta- 
significations may rely on a more intimate involvement in the 
life of the society or even on esoteric knowledge. In Boas’ case, 
we have data necessarily derived from a limited number of 
sources and often tied to the position of George Hunt within 
Kwakwakg’wakw society. 

Fort Rupert was built in 1849 by the Hudson’s Bay Company, 
subsequently drawing four Kwakwaka’wakw communities to 
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the area. This community became the largest Kwakwaka’wakw 
settlement at that time and a regional ceremonial hub. The last 
manager and succeeding owner of the post was Robert Hunt, 
George’s father. Due to George Hunt‘s contacts at Fort Rupert, as 
well as the community‘s size and importance, the Boasian data 
we have is closely linked to this historical phenomenon? In addi- 
tion, the information gathered by Hunt was processed by Boas 
himself. 

In his work, Boas was attempting to preserve a “dying cul- 
ture” and present it in its pristine form. Consequently, Boas 
rejected materials that he felt had been influenced by white cul- 
ture. For example, one would never gather from reading the 
Boasian accounts that by the 1880s Western clothing styles 
were the general rule among the Kwakwaka’wakw or that they 
had greatly assimilated into the larger Canadian economy. The 
exclusion of such information provides an artificial timeless- 
ness to Boas’ data. In addition, the general lessening of warfare 
and the greater social interaction fostered by the Fort Rupert 
migrations led to an increase in the complexities of the theatri- 
cal/ceremonial system.l0 It was a system in flux, not the fixed 
program reported by Boas. Another consideration is the use of 
specific myths. Like dances and associated arts, narratives 
were the property of individuals and families; consequently a 
single one does not necessarily reflect the beliefs or attitudes of 
the general population. Like people, such stories follow differ- 
ing lines of descent, resulting in contextual fluidity of narrative. 
At the same time, themes, events, and concepts can be found in 
a large number of these myths. Used judiciously, the work of 
Hunt and Boas contains enough information to allow for a pre- 
liminary investigation of the nature of Kwakwaka’wakw the- 
atrical spatial signs on various levels. 

At the turn of the century Kwakwakg’wakw performances 
were primarily staged in physical association with the houses 
of extended families (figure 1); thus, the house structure func- 
tioned both as residence and theater. Each production was 
somewhat unique in the components-text, choreography, 
improvisation, magic, and spectacle-chosen to be performed 
by the sponsoring chiefs from the repertoire to which they or 
the performers had rights. New songs would also be composed 
for the occasion. Performances were linked to other activities 
such as mourning ceremonies, marriages, rites of initiation, 
feasting, and the distribution of goods called potlatching. In 
myth the most important gifts given to an ancestor were the 
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rights to various dance forms of the Winter Ceremonial, or t'se- 
- ka." And just as the actors had their roles, so too did the audi- 
ence; audience participation was required. By their presence 
and acceptance, the viewers validated the performers' and 
sponsors' rights to the dances and associated arts. This role as 
notary established an active, rather than passive, engagement 
between the viewer and the viewed. In addition, the roles 
might be reversed as different families would come forward to 
present their performances, their legacy. The performance, 
allied to sponsor, performers, and audience, became a complex 
sign system in itself. The house functioned as one venue in 
which signs were contained and displayed. 

THE THEATRICAL SEASON 

The Kwakwaka'wakw house was lived in throughout the year, 
but most consistently during the winter, since people were 
often found at fishing or hunting camps in the summer. The 
wet winters along the Northwest Coast, with the subsequent 
decline in salmon runs and edible plants, often kept people 
close to their homes, and so during this season the individual 
residence more commonly underwent the spatial transforma- 
tions which rendered it into a theater.l2 

The metamorphosis of the house was produced via changes 
in the physical layout within the building and by the character 
of the performances that took place there. The special nature of 
Western theatrical exhibition is signified by "clearly distin- 
guishing performers and spectators, by emphasizing the dif- 
ferences between drama and more specifically economic forms 
of productivity, by suspending the temporal and spatial rela- 
tionships of ordinary everyday life, and, finally, by implement- 
ing special rules and  convention^."'^ In Kwakwaka'wakw the- 
ater, the division between the role of performer and spectator 
was sometimes blurred. At the same time, economic, social, 
and regulatory signs were strongly in force. 

The Kwakwgka'wakw relied primarily on the sea for their 
livelihood, and fishing-still of great economic importance to 
the Kwakwaka'wakw today-was a summer activity.14 In the 
warmer months a great deal of effort was also expended col- 
lecting berries and preserving various foodstuffs. Although 
winter was not a time totally devoid of subsistence activity, it 
was a period of quiescence in terms of productivity or direct 
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exploitation of reso~rces .~~ This does not mean that all forms of 
economic activity were abandoned. Tremendous amounts of 
food and other goods changed hands during public presenta- 
tions in potlatches and trade. Accordingly, a shift to the utiliza- 
tion of those assets developed during the summer months, and 
theater was linked to the tertiary economics of potlatching 
rather than primary subsistence activities or secondary trade. 

The shift in economics was joined by a suspension of sum- 
mer social relationships. In November, people would take on 
new names and those who possessed similar dance rights 
would be grouped together. According to Boas, ”at the time of 
the beginning of the winter ceremonial the social system is 
completely changed.”I6 In actuality there was little difference in 
the resulting rank order; those of high social position usually 
held the rights to important dances and ~arapherna1ia.l~ The 
differences occurred more in the mechanisms by which kinship 
and social position were determined. Although little reorgani- 
zation may have been effected, the concept of a time removed 
from the everyday was still strong. Taking on and using differ- 
ent names during winter comprises only one category of spe- 
cial rules and conventions in force during the season; the peo- 
ple no longer sang summer songs, food at feasts had to be con- 
sumed rapidly, and behavior was rigidly controlled at theatri- 
cal events. In addition, the villages in which theater perfor- 
mances took place possessed a special status during the cere- 
monial season. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the performances were 
of two general types: f’seb and tla’sala. T s e b  are initiation pre- 
sentations in which the main dancer exhibits his or her newly 
inherited ranked privileges. To ensure compliance of regula- 
tions, Fool and Grizzly Bear dancers often functioned as police 
during exhibitions.18 The Grizzly Bear Society was also respon- 
sible for the guarding of the theater before  performance^.^^ The 
tlaSgla ceremonies (sometimes inaccurately called Summer 
Dances) were lower in status than the f ’seb and had to be per- 
formed in the secular season, functioning as a means of dis- 
playing inherited family crest images. The two performance 
cycles involved different participants, different houses as the- 
aters, and a time gap between them. Today, the f’s& and 
tlu’sala are often performed on a single night in the same house 
by identical performers. However, the dancers set aside their 
special names and segregate the dance forms.2o An analysis of 
Boas’ data suggests that all the singular practices and rules for 
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the diverse ceremonials functioned as signs which marked 
the theatrical season as special and of great importance. One 
of the principle effects of these activities was the reinforce- 
ment of significations which were present in the spatial orga- 
nization of the Kwakwaka'wakw house, village, and sur- 
rounding landscape. 

THE VILLAGE 

The Northwest coastal lands consist primarily of a narrow strip 
of beach with forest coming down almost to the water's edge. 
Kwakwaka'wakw houses were built in a row, facing seaward 
(figure 2). With edges defined by differences in surface, ecolo- 
gy, and usage, the community environment can be divided into 
several districts: the village proper, the sea, the beach, and the 
forest.21 Each of these functioned as performance venues. In 
Kwakwaka'wakw myth, the forest and the sea are the abodes 
of supernatural beings or spirits, where many inhabit their 
own houses. In turn, the beach village is populated by humans 
in the summer, and by humans and spirits in the winter.= A dis- 
tinction between village and sea could be seen in the actions of 
those sent to invite guests to a performance cycle. At the end of 
the nineteenth century, the inviters would arrive by canoe to 
present their invitation speeches while remaining in the boat. 
In the past, after the speeches were completed, the emissaries 
were brought ashore to be honored with a ritual meal. Today, 
invitations may be sent by word of mouth, through relatives 
and friends, or delivered by mail. Both the sea and the forest 
are cut by many paths which must be learned in order to be uti- 
lized correctly by hunters and fishermen. The district which is 
the village itself has the main boulevard as a path. 

The village was the basic social unit vis-a-vis the external 
world. Inter-village war took place, with different communities 
acting independently of one another.23 Such warfare was one 
means of obtaining the rights to various visual images, stories, 
and performances. However, by the end of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, armed warfare was a thing of the past. Boas quotes one 
elder saying, "Now we fight with button blankets and other 
kinds of property, and we smile at each Yet much of 
this economic and social competition was still directed toward 
members of outside villages. In the ceremonies observed by 
Boas at Fort Rupert in 1894, the rivalry was between a chief of 
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the hosting Kwakwaka’wakw community and that of the 
invited Gusgimaxw and the ’Nakwaxda’x~.~~ The physical vil- 
lage, although a district, functioned as a landmark, evidencing 
the beach district. As landmark, the village also signified the 
importance of the site and the populace living there. However, 
the unique location of the village also established it as a place 
of intersection. All such locations are imbued with tension and 
potential significance. 

The Kwakwaka’wakw village is located at an intersection, 
with the sea and forest coming into closest contact along the 
narrow beach. The importance of the shore as contact point 
was acknowledged through the placement there of ”welcom- 
ing figures” (figure 3). These carved wooden statues were posi- 
tioned on the beach in front of the theater, facing the water. 
Here they would beckon to guests arriving via canoe and mark 
the individual performance house. As both departure point 
and destination, the village was at the intersection of forest and 
ocean paths, where the exceptional carried over into everyday 
existence as objectified in theatrical performance. The commu- 
nity was the place where the most intense of social interaction 
developed, where the Kwakwaka’wakw defined and 
expressed who they were in contrast to the outside world. 

Although the village provided the basic community struc- 
ture, populations were further subdivided. This division was 
the ’na’mima, ”the ultimate units, bound together by strict 
social obligations.”26 The ‘na‘mima was composed of a principal 
chief, subordinate chiefs, commoners, and their families. 
Leaders relied on this group when committing themselves and 
their resources to sponsor theatrical  performance^.^^ The head 
chief was viewed as the descendant of the founding ancestor, 
inheriting both power and prerogatives. However, other fami- 
lies within the larger group may have had their own unique 
origins.28 In Boas’ time, each ‘na‘mima resided in its own seg- 
ment of the community, dividing the village itself into smaller 
d i s t r i~ t s .~~  Each possessed one or more plank houses in the vil- 
lage and several seasonal sites, controlling access to particular 
resources. The chief was responsible for the management of 
’ng’mima assets and for relations with other ’ng’mimas. In this 
latter regard, holders of additional hereditary offices were 
available to assist. These included an orator who spoke for the 
family at public events and songwriters who composed perfor- 
mance music in praise of their high chief. Guests would be 
invited by an assembler or master of ceremonies while a name- 
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keeper kept track of the ranked titles both within and outside 
the ‘ng’mima.30 Each title was associated with particular appella- 
tions and possessed certain privileges, while rank was reflect- 
ed in the seating arrangements at theatrical ceremonial events 
and dictated the order in which holders were served at feasts 
or received public gifts. 

In any particular year, extremely expensive theatrical activity 
centered on one or more landmark houses. Since any house 
could be used as a theater, the localization of performances 
says a great deal concerning the hosting chief, his immediate 
family, and the ’ng’mima. Just as the ceremonials reflect and 
enhance the social position of the host who is paying for the 
presentation, so too they influence the rank and status of the 
larger group whose resources are utilized. Through the activi- 
ties of the ’na’mimu, social awareness is focused on a specific 
part of the village and its inhabitants for the period of the per- 
formances. 

Although theatrical activities tended to cluster, there was no 
clear, permanent demarcation between the theater district and 
other areas of the village. This lack of distinct boundaries is 
emphasized by the simultaneous use of several houses for indi- 
vidual segments of the f ’ seb  or the less prestigious tlu‘s&, and 
the possibility of numerous events with different sponsors. The 
use of concurrent multiple sites and the possibility that any 
house could serve as stage, suggest the efficacy of considering 
the Kwakwaka’wakw village as theater complex. In this light, 
any individual building becomes one unit in a larger construct. 
The clustering of theaters provided a more heightened empha- 
sis through the reiteration of basic themes of status and power, 
themes which were engendered in the spatial and decorative 
aspects of the individual building. 

THE RESIDENTIAL HOUSE 

The village itself can be thought of as a text and the specific 
structures within it as individual modules which can be further 
subdivided. According to Boas, in tales of everyday life the 
chief’s house was always placed in the center of the village 

Since the houses of the most wealthy and influential 
were more likely to be utilized as theaters, this prominent posi- 
tioning would both enhance and signify the importance of the 
performance structure. However, while Boas considered these 
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tales as indicative of earlier spatial organization, he gives no 
direct data to suggest that such an arrangement was the norm 
in actual village communities. Instead, each house was differ- 
entiated first by its own name. The appellation was the signifi- 
er while the structure itself, on the primary level, was the sig- 
nified. The name stands for the landmark and exposes the 
building to subsequent connotations. In addition, both the 
house and its title signified the extended family. While indi- 
vidual, physical structures might decay with time and be 
replaced, the name remained as a mark of familial prerogative 
and prestige. In much the same way, the name Paris Opera 
refers not just to a specific building, but to a host of other con- 
cepts concerning art, French culture, and social position. An 
example of this for the Kwakwgkg'wakw is the house "So- 
Large-That-One-Can-Not-Look-From-One-Corner-Across-to- 
the-Other." 

A story linked to the structure tells how the name was 
bestowed by "the great transformer, who, it is said, made two 
houses of dirt, one for himself, one for his The struc- 
tures grew large when the builder breathed upon them. As a 
sign the house's title embodies several signifieds. The name 
itself indicates a huge structure, at least conceptually. As a 
dwelling-place the Kwakwgka'wakw house was a signifier of 
social position, the largest building belonging to the greatest 
chiefs.33 Consequently, this name denotes political and social 
prestige. The use of certain names, as well as images and 
dances, is a privilege obtained through inheritance, gift, or war. 
Such prerogatives are coupled with a narrative that relates how 
the warrant was obtained. Every member of the community 
may not know the exact story associated with the house's 
name, but all would recognize the use of the appellation as a 
statement of the prerogatives of the residing family. The mark- 
ing of the residence and thus the theater as both landmark and 
public declaration of family or personal status, was also fash- 
ioned in the decoration of the facade. 

Like the name, the artwork embellishing the front of the great 
nineteenth-century Kwakwaka'wakw houses was a matter of 
inheritance (figure 2). These paintings and carvings also indicat- 
ed the boundary or edge between the interior and exterior 
formed by the theater walls. The separation of areas delimited 
different districts which were also distinguished by entrance 
restrictions; only invited guests penetrated the interior of the 
performance house. Certain families and individuals possessed 
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exclusive rights to specific visual images via birth, marriage, 
warfare, and-by Boas’ time-purchase. The display of such 
images was a public statement of those rights. ”Whatever the 
tradition of the clan may be, the figures with which house and 
implements are ornamented refer to this legend [of how the 
rights to their use was ~b ta ined ] . ”~  Boas recounts several such 
traditions. In one, a young man encounters a group of killer 
whales that have taken on human shape in order to mend their 
canoes. From the killer whale chief, the youth receives a quartz- 
point whaling harpoon, new names, and the right to depict the 
killer whale on his house facade.35 

Boas includes a drawing of a housefront depicting two bears 
flanking the door. The image was obtained by an ancestor and 
is the crest of the extended family. Between the bears is a circle 
surrounding the entrance, which represents the moon. Within 
the ring above the door is an ancestor who, the story tells us, 
was taken on a lunar journey. The moon and figure are the fam- 
ily insignia of the mother of the house owner.36 Often the facade 
painting was so arranged that the door of the house was posi- 
tioned in either the mouth or stomach of one of the images. In 
some structures, the door was constructed as an actual mouth 
that moved, snapping shut behind any who entered (figure l).37 
Facade decorations such as these, in signifying the prerogatives 
of the owner, are a public statement directed to the outside. The 
facade itself separates the public exterior space from the pri- 
vate interior zone, at the same time functioning to differentiate 
the individual building from the others situated along the vil- 
lage street.36 

Besides facade decoration, occasionally heraldic poles marked 
a house or theater as different from neighboring structures. Data 
indicate that the carving of fully sculpted, freestanding poles 
among the Kwakwgkg’wakw developed in the late nineteenth 
century.39 By 1900 many villages displayed them. However, the 
staging of potlatches for pole raisings has been done only rarely 
since 1937.40 These posts display familial crests and may be in 
honor of a deceased relative.41 They are often raised in associa- 
tion with and to commemorate various events including the 
completion of a house. For example, at the end of a festival 
given in honor of his father, a son erected a memorial column. 
On this pole were represented four men, the crest of the 
deceased’s family. Above the four men on the pole was the sea 
bear, on his back three fins with human faces. According to leg- 
end, the right to this image was given to the family by a sea 
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monster who dragged four brothers down into his underwater 
home. Along with the sea bear crest, the brothers received the 
rights to the kettles Lukewarm, Warm, Hot, and Boiling and a 
ringed hat in the shape of a sea monster. Together with these 
objects were included their songs.42 The sea bear image is 
linked to the tale and so as signifier functions as an index to 
other signs such as the four kettles and hat. Each of these in 
turn signifies prerogatives and family status. By their depiction 
of familial crests, the poles and facade paintings both reflect 
and enhance the power and standing of the individual who 
builds the house. At the same time that they indicate the spe- 
cific chiefly ancestry of the owner and denote the importance 
of those that reside within, the art forms signify the special 
nature of the landmark and the theatrical events which take 
place within its walls. 

HOUSE AS THEATER 

Although the depiction of crest prerogatives marked individ- 
ual Kwakw3kg’wakw theaters as unique, their use was not lim- 
ited to the ceremonials. Such artworks also functioned as an 
extra-theatrical sign system. Consequently, during the perfor- 
mance season, such signs would not differentiate between 
houses in which presentations were taking place and those 
which were purely residential. However, the actual location of 
performances was often marked on the theater exterior. The 
door was sometimes ”surrounded by a ring of hemlock branch- 
es which is covered by eagle down, so that everyone who steps 
into the house must pass through it.”43 The simple appending 
of an otherwise missing element distinguished the theater from 
the residence, giving the building an additional albeit tempo- 
rary landmark status. The ornament, by its positioning at the 
single opening in the facade, also marked the boundary 
between the interior and exterior spaces resulting from the 
physical structure of the building. The ring functions as an 
index of the performance within the house. However, the use 
of the hemlock and eagle down materials allows for an 
increased number of connotations. 

Hemlock branches were used in ritual bathing for purifica- 
tion, often the body being rubbed with twigs until blood was 
drawn.44 It was said that the actions prepared the individual for 
the coming of a ~pirit.~~Hernlock was also used to make head, 
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neck, waist, and ankle bands for the audience of Harnat’sa initi- 
ation performances (figure 4). The object of these ceremonies 
was to display rights newly acquired by the Harnat’sa. The basic 
plot is the return of the youth, who has been kidnapped and 
taken to the forest home of Baxwbakwalanuxwsiwe’, “Man-Eater- 
of-the-N~rth-End-of-the-World.”~~ There the initiate learned 
the secrets of this supernatural being and became a wild canni- 
bal. ”[When] he has returned in a state of ecstasy, [the people 
attempt] to exorcise the spirit which possesses him and to 
restore him from his holy madness. These objects are attained 
by songs and dances.”47 The performances were sponsored by 
the novice’s father, often in conjunction with the return of the 
marriage debt by the maternal grandfather. 

After the initiate was captured, the people removed the hem- 
lock branches with which they were adorned, throwing them 
into the fire. “This is called smoking the wildness of 
Baxwbakwalanuxwsiwe‘ out of the Harn~t’sa.”~~ The novice, when 
in his “wild state,’’ was dressed in hemlock garb: head, neck, 
and waist rings, bracelets, and anklets.49 By the time the 
Harnat’sa was ”re-civilized,” the clothing of hemlock had been 
replaced by red cedar bark plaited into rings (figure 51, which 
were usually comprised of simple shredded then twisted cedar 
bark. However, for important individuals they were often finely 
plaited of hundreds of strands of the red material. In turn, 
the cedar bark garb of the Harnat’sa was replaced by a dance 
apron and bird headdress. Within the initiation, the hem- 
lock signifies the wild, non-human elements of the 
Kwakwakg’wakw world. When used as an ornament or in 
ritual purification, hemlock conveys associations of extraordi- 
nary states of existence. The shredded cedar bark, dyed red 
with alder, was also a mark of the exceptional nature of the 
winter rituals, and its use was restricted to this time. The mate- 
rial functioned as such an important sign that the entire winter 
theatrical period was often called the “Red Cedar Bark Season” 
and the f’seb, the ”Red Cedar Bark Ceremony.” As such this 
material was distributed at the beginning of the theatrical cer- 
emonies and neck rings of the material were worn by select 
individuals in addition to the Harnat’sa. Connotations of the 
unusual were also engendered in the use of down. 

Down was a major component of costumes or props in almost 
all performances, and was also reported to be an important 
component in shamanic curing. During theatrical presenta- 
tions, down was carried in special dishes, scattered about, and 
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placed on the heads of the audience. In the flu‘sala, these light 
feathers floated out of the dancer’s headdress. The movements 
consisted of quick jumps and rhythmic head bobbing. The use 
of such rare and expensive material indicated the wealth and 
prestige of the sponsoring family and the singularity of the 
events taking place. When found in the Hamat’sa performances, 
”the master of ceremonies says that the eagle down brought 
into the house supernatural power (which is not supposed to 
be present when there is no down).”50 The feathers were also 
placed on the heads of newborn twins, their parents, on the 
mother’s bed, and the two cradles5* Twin children were asso- 
ciated with the Salmon and their birth was considered a won- 
derful event, for they were believed to be endowed with super- 
natural Like the hemlock, the presence of eagle down 
on the door ornament signifies the exceptional nature of the 
theatrical events with which it is associated and of the space 
which contains those events. The singular character of the the- 
ater is clearly stated through the complementary primary sig- 
nification of these two materials. 

A ring of hemlock and down similar to that used to mark the 
theater as a landmark was also employed by shamans in cur- 
ing practices. When a man’s soul was positioned incorrectly, 
the shaman fashioned a large circlet and lowered it over the 
head of the kneeling patient. When the ring reached the knees, 
the sufferer rose and stepped out of the circle, right foot first.53 
Thus, the soul was realigned and the patient cured. At the 
beginning of the f’& a large circular coil of cedar bark was 
held by four men while a woman stood within. She would cut 
the ring, which was then unraveled and pieces distributed to 
the audience. Today, owing to the scarcity of material, a large 
heirloom cedar bark coil may be paraded before the assem- 
blage, but often is not cut up for distribution. 

In the past, when audience members entered the theater, they 
passed a band of hemlock placed around the door. As they 
stepped through, the guests would turn so that the right foot 
advanced first. The hemlock and eagle down ornament, and the 
behavior exhibited when passing through it, implied a more 
specific signification than that of singular space and event, or 
the edge between two districts. Rather, the association of sign 
systems effected a statement vis-a-vis the very nature of the- 
ater. Here is a place where people and events are transformed, 
revealed, reaffirmed? 
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The acknowledgment of the theater as a place for transfor- 
mation is supported by several terms associated with the 
Winter Ceremonial. The word f‘sek is used for the ceremonies 
themselves. Boas defines this word as meaning to be fraudu- 
lent or to cheat, suggesting the theatrical nature of the ceremo- 
nial events. In Bella Bella this term signifies both the Winter 
Ceremonial and a shaman.55 Among the Kwakwaka’wakw, the 
performers themselves are called paxala or Such visu- 
al and linguistic correspondence does not mean that the the- 
atrical performances were themselves shamanic, but that asso- 
ciations derived from a shamanic context may have had an 
impact on the sign system of the Kwakwaka’wakw theater. If 
so, the extraordinary nature of the performances and their spa- 
tial container were primary significations informed by this 
link. The concept of transformation would be a more esoteric, 
higher level intimation of the basic signs. In touching on the 
arguments concerning the location within the cathedral of the 
early medieval liturgical Easter plays, Carlson noted that ”dra- 
matic presentation is built upon the connotations already pre- 
sent in a space created for nondramatic purposes.”57 Just as 
some theatrical visual signs seem to utilize elements derived 
from a shamanic-based system, so too extra-theatrical spatial 
organization of the house had an impact on the theatrical pre- 
sentations performed there. 

HOUSE PLAN AND ORGANIZATION 

In the late eighteenth century the Kwakwaka’wakw house was 
a shed-roofed structure. By the end of the nineteenth century, 
in Boas’ time, the primary design consisted of flanking pitched 
roofs and plank walls, sometimes of milled lumber. Also in evi- 
dence were painted facades and exterior carvings-features 
not found early in the century. Typically a square plan of post 
and lintel construction, the house sides ranged from forty to 
sixty feet in length.5* The single front entrance was centered in 
the facade, facing the sea. The Kwakwaka’wakw utilized three 
types of framework in these structures employing two, three, 
or four central Boas only discusses the last of these in 
any detail. The fabrication of this style of house began with the 
placement of the four large posts, two flanking the future 
entrance, two in the corresponding position at the other end 
(figure 6). Often the four carved support columns, with or 
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without crossbeams, were spoken of as mythic gifts from a 
spirit to the founding ancestor. In Boas’ time both the posts and 
the beams they supported were often carved with crest 
images.6o The number four is basic to many Kwakwaka’wakw 
sign systems. Dances, ritual actions, songs, supernatural gifts: 
All these and more are patterned in groups of four. The 
columns and their crossbeams provided the foundation for the 
rest of the house framing. 

When framing was complete, a dirt mound was raised along 
the inner perimeter of the house to support the walls. In the 
interior, a platform was constructed over the pile resulting in a 
raised living area with a central, earth-floored depression. In 
the house as theater, this wooden level was used to provide 
audience seating. In Boas’ time, some houses had ten interior 
platforms, resulting in an amphitheater effect. In the largest 
homes, two to four layers were not uncommon, suggesting that 
the theatrical function of the interior space was given more 
weight than the residential aspects. In all cases, a series of steps 
led up to the door and then down into the house.61 How this 
interior was organized as a residence had an impact on the uti- 
lization and significance of that same space as a theater. 

The interior space of the house was designated by the iden- 
tical terms used for the human body, the rear of the building 
being the forehead. The rooms of the ‘na‘rnima chief were placed 
in this section of the house. The Kwakwaka’wakw word for 
chief is gigume’; gi refers to both the forehead and canoe prow. 
Calling the rear of the house the forehead associates it with the 
chief. The rear of the house was also labeled upriver, while the 
front was downriver.62 Upriver is the term designating north, 
the abode of the man-eating spirit Baxwbakwalanuxwsiwe’ 
and the Warrior of the World Winalagalis, two of the most 
important and powerful supernatural beings associated with 
the Winter CerernoniaLa The linking of upriver, north, and 
powerful spirits lends emphasis to the positioning of the 
chief’s rooms at the rear of the structure, for he is the highest- 
ranking, most powerful individual in the household. The lin- 
guistic signs mark this locality as an area of great social impor- 
tance and a notable landmark within the interior domestic 
space. 

The next ranking location, after the back, was the righthand 
side of the house (looking in from the door). This was followed 
by the left and then the front. The living arrangement reflected 
this conceptual image in the positioning of rooms relative to 
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the rank of the nuclear family within the larger household hier- 
archy. Slaves were relegated to positions just flanking the 
entrance.“ Although this ranking suggests a fairly rigid orga- 
nization, there was some fluidity in determining who would be 
positioned where and in the larger spatial construct in which 
the more fixed points were marked. The formal distribution of 
food at feasts was also regulated by hierarchy, both in the recip- 
ient’s rank and in the type of foodstuffs. A feast dish represent- 
ing Dzunugwa, the wild woman of the woods, collected by 
Hunt in 1902, has a series of removable sections which corre- 
spond to specific parts of her anatomy (figure 7).65 These were 
used to feed individuals according to their rank: first the head, 
next the right breast, then the left, on down the body. The spa- 
tial hierarchy of living arrangements had its counterpart in the 
audience seating arrangement during performances. 

THEATER SEATING ORGANIZATION 

The seating organization at performances reflected the status 
considerations of Kwakwaka’wakw culture. The arrangement 
was based on the rank of individual dance associations and the 
relative ranking within each society. During the Hurnut’sa cere- 
monies, the Seal Society, whose members had been previously 
initiated, had the prestigious seats at the rear of the house. The 
highest-ranking Hurnat’sa had the premier seat in the middle of 
the back, surrounded by fellow cannibal dancers (figure 5). Just 
as in myth the greatest chief’s house was centered in the vil- 
lage, the most prestigious member of an organization was 
placed at the midpoint of his group. At both sides of the 
Harnat’sas sat the other Seals including the Bear Society. The 
singers gathered before this assembly. The positions of other 
societies were determined in a similar manner. The uninitiated 
sat to the direct left of the door at the front of the house, a loca- 
tion corresponding to the slaves’ position within a residence. 
These common people were excluded from some types of per- 
formances and attendance was by invitation. The host and his 
family could be found at the right front corner.66 

The sense of rivalry and relative ranking is perhaps most evi- 
dent when outsiders were invited to performances. Two seat- 
ing arrangements were common under these circumstances. In 
one, all the members of the guest tribe sat at the sides of the 
house toward the front, thus placed in lower-ranking positions 
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than the home village. In the second configuration, the groups 
corresponding to the Kwakwaka’wakw Seal Society sat with 
their counterparts in the rear of the house. However, relative 
positioning was also evident here. The Kwakwaka’wakw 
Harnat’sas were central with the guests flanking them, while the 
other members were arranged in rows with the 
Kwakwgkg’wakw occupying the tier furthest to the back of the 
house. A significant break in the residential hierarchy pattern 
was the presence of the host family in the front righthand cor- 
ner. This spot was called the kettle corner and signified the 
function of the sponsor as the provider of the feasts given dur- 
ing the ceremonies. This idiosyncratic arrangement tends to 
emphasize more fully the conventional nature of the rest of the 
seating, drawing attention to both the expressed hierarchy and 
the unique prestige of the host. Through its arrangement the 
audience space was far from neutral, but was manipulated in a 
powerful assertion of social reality. This active element in the 
audience space links it conceptually to the equally semantically 
active performance space.67 

THE PERFORMANCE SPACE 

The stage section of the Kwakwaka’wakw theater had, as its 
domestic counterpart, the dirt-floored central space. During 
non-performance periods, this precinct was divided into sepa- 
rate areas or districts by pole frameworks, providing the 
boundary between each family. There were four cooking fires 
on the ground, one at each corner, surrounded by sitting planks 
or a large settee (figure 8). The house set aside for performances 
was called lubgkw which means “emptied,” cleared of all the 
accouterments of everyday living. Personal items were 
removed and all central partitions taken down. Both the term 
and the clearing of the space functioned as signs of the unique 
character of performance time and the theater itself. Instead of 
four fires with seats, a single central blaze was lit. Using a sin- 
gle fluctuating basis of illumination resulted in a rather poorly 
defined visual field, causing the shadows to move, with indi- 
vidual areas lost in darkness. Such lighting added an air of 
secrecy, expectation, and tension to the performance space,bR 
unifying an expanse visually by excluding specifically defined 
areas of light. Around this fire, dividers were then constructed, 
resulting in a reorganization of interior spatial arrangements 
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through the establishment of new interior landmarks, edges, 
and d i s t r i ~ t s . ~ ~  

After the removable house partitions were taken out, the back 
of the theater was separated from the larger public space by a 
screen (figure 9). The audience was seated on or near the plat- 
form around the perimeter of the central area. It was on this 
dirt floor that performances were acted out, where actors con- 
fronted audience. Long planks, used by the singers as percus- 
sion instruments, were positioned between the back screen and 
the fire. Secret passages and chambers were dug under the 
floor to allow for the legerdemain of the tuxw’id dancer and 
other special effects. The interior was thus arranged to include 
audience, performance, transition, and preparation spaces. The 
organization of these diverse spaces established the conditions 
in which the basic theatrical dialectic of viewer versus viewed 
was manipulated in Kwakwaka’wakw terms. The reconstruc- 
tion of the house interior, in effect, converted the real domestic 
space into an iconic theatrical space.7o 

”Anything whatever, be it quality, existent individual, or law, 
is an Icon of anything, in so far as it is like that thing and used as 
a sign of it.’r71 The Kwakwaka’wakw stage was not just the 
space where the taming of the Harnat’sa or the initiation of the 
novices was recreated, but where it actually occurred; the arena 
possessed iconic identity. At the same time, the theater retained 
a connection with the residential space from which it was fash- 
ioned in that both shared the same overall dimensions and per- 
manent structural elements. This last includes the basic fram- 
ing of the house, the wooden surrounding platform, the house 
posts, and any individual bedrooms. By its physical existence 
the theater is also a sign of that previous function. It is accord- 
ingly an index (deictic sign) of the house as domicile. This plu- 
rality of signification or semiotic flexibility provides a dynam- 
ic component which derives from the structure itself.72 The 
result of the intertwining of spatial icon and index is perhaps 
most strongly evident in the performance roles which were 
acted out in that space. 

As is not uncommon in performances where space has icon- 
ic identity, there are characters who have this quality. The 
Hcrrnat’sa initiate played a role which was, at the same time, him 
or herself. Iconicity is most lacking in the performance of vari- 
ous mythic beings-the costume may be icon, but not the 
human dancer. In this case, the characteristics of the role are 
indices or deictic signs that attain their meaning from a con- 
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tiguous relationship to that which they depict. The relationship 
can be kinetic, in that this is the way Salmon moves. It can also 
be visual; the costumes and masks of the performers physically 
resemble the character or its raiment. Such visual correlation 
was codified in Kwakwaka'wakw plastic and graphic arts. The 
integration of spatial or character icon and index provides for a 
constant shifting of reality within the performance space from 
that which is actually there to that which is represented. I sug- 
gest that the impact of Kwakwakg'wakw theatricals derived in 
part from the active interplay of iconic and deictic elements as 
well as the utilization of a spatial system which included extra- 
theatrical signs. The implicit partitioning of the performance 
space by the dancers also contributed to the intensity of the the- 
atrical event.73 

COMPONENTS OF THE PERFORMANCE SPACE 

Although the numerous dances varied in stance, tempo, and 
gesture, certain elements were common to almost all. Most 
involved four circuits around the fire, in a counterclockwise 
direction. Each time the performer reached the points flanking 
the door or the rear of the theater, he or she paused, made a sin- 
gle complete turn to the left, and continued along the circular 
path.74 For the Nutamat (Fool Dancer), the dance was clock- 
wise rather than counter, with turns to the right not left. 
Underscoring this reversal of choreography, the Nutamat is 
filthy, trying to tear and soil the clothing of those he comes in 
contact with. His mask exhibits a huge nose that constantly 
runs with mucus. "They break canoes, houses, kettles, and 
boxes; in short, act the madman in every conceivable way."75 
Like the Grizzly Bears, the Fool Dancer helped to reinforce 
proper behavior in both audience and performers during cere- 
monies. Even though the Nutamat reverses the direction of 
movement, he maintains the same path as the other performers, 
the circle around the fire. Dzunugwa, who is viewed as clumsy 
and quite stupid, must be led by an attendant to prevent her 
from circling to the left.76 The circuitous movement of the 
dancers divides the performance space into interior and exteri- 
or districts, at the same time emphasizing the boundary itself. 
Like the edges which define the various districts of the 
Kwakwaka'wakw environment, the dancers' line suggests that 
different qualities exist outside and within the performance cir- 
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FIG.  1. HOUSE IN ALERT BAY, 1909. PHOTO BY HARLAN 1. SMITH. NEG. NO. 
46014. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, AMEMCAN MUSEUM OF 
NATURAL HISTORY 
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FIG. 2 .  NEW VANCOUVER, 1900 (UPPER). BLUNDEN HARBOR, 1899 (LOWER). PHOTOS BY 

CHARLES F. NEWCOMBE. NEG. NO. 337842. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
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FIG. 3 .  WELCOMING POST, ALERT BAY, 1909. PHOTO BY HARLAN 1. SMITH. NEG. NO. 
46013. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, AMERlCAiV MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY 
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FIG. 4. RETURN OF THE Hamat'sa, ALERT BAY, 1894. PHOTO BY FRANZ BOAS OR 0. c. 
HASTINGS. NEG. NO. 336127. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, AMERICAN 
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

FIG.  5. CANNIBAL SOCIETY MEMBERS, FORT RUPERT, 1894. PHOTO BY 0. C. HASTINGS. 

NATURAL HISTORY 
NEG. NO. 336121. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, A M E R I C A N  MUSEUM OF 
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FIG. 6.  INTERIOR HOUSE POSTS, c. 1900. PHOTO BY CHARLES F. NEWCOMBE. NEG. NO. 

HISTORY 
328744. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL 

FIG. 7. D Z U N U ~ W A  FEAST BOWLS. NEG. NO. 337824. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY 
SERVICES, AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
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FIG. 8. HOUSE EXTERIOR, NEW V A N C O W E R  (UPPER). HOUSE INTERIOR (DIFFERENT 
STRUCTURE), NEW VANCOLIVER, c. 1900 (LOWER). PHOTOS BY CHARLES F. NEWCOMBE. 
NEG. NO. 337837. COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, AMERICAN MUSEUM OF 
NATURAL HISTORY 
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FIG. 9. DANCERS AT CHICAGO COLUMBIA EXPOSITION, 1893. NEG. NO. 338325. 
COURTESY DEPT. OF LIBRARY SERVICES, AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

FIG. 10. HAMAT'SA EMERGING FROM MAW STAGED AT CHICAGO COLUMBIA EXPOSITION, 
1893. COURTESY DEFT OF LIBRARY SERVICES, AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
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cle just as different qualities are found within the traditional 
Western stage and audience spaces. The use of defined, con- 
tained space as sign can be found in many facets of 
Kwakwaka’wakw myth and performance, including the 
Winter Ceremonial. 

As described by Boas, the Winter Ceremonial was divided 
into two main parts which he termed major and minor. The 
performers were designated to one or the other based on their 
level of initiation. They were accordingly called by the terms 
Gone-through or Not-Gone-Through. The dancers in the minor 
ceremonial were also called Being-at-the-House-Fron t, the least 
prestigious area. This was explained to Boas as meaning that 
the former group had passed through the house of the Man- 
Eater, while the latter had not entered, but simply leaned up 
against the outer wall.77 Those who penetrate the interior are of 
greater status than those who remain outside. The titles Gone- 
Through and Not-Gone-Through indicate the importance of inte- 
rior, contained space while Being-at-the-House-Fron t is con- 
cerned with the defined edge of that space. In other examples, 
the circular aspect of certain edges was emphasized: 

Songs sung during the Harnat’sa ceremonies describe the 
activity of the initiate as she or he travels about searching 
for food, a circular movement which also delimits inside 
and outside. Truly! He goes around the whole world, the 
great Hamatsa, looking for food everywhere, the great 
Hamatsa, on both sides of the world. Truly! He wants to eat 
plenty, the great Hamatsa. He is trying to eat all himself, the 
great Hamatsa, but he did not reach the food that he was 
going to obtain at the edge of the 

The initiate did not just experience the world; his movements 
defined it within the theatrical context. His path became the 
rim of existence, excluding the outside. The lavish attention 
given to the carving of feast dishes and boxes and their role as 
containers of riches also underscores the importance of defined 
interior and exterior space. Here the visual emphasis is on the 
boundary that is the container itself. The house walls also func- 
tion in this way; the embellished facade is the border between 
the outside world and the building interior. In a similar way, 
the platform edge within the theater provides a potential phys- 
ical boundary between the interior stage area and the exterior 
audience seating.79 
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THE MERGING OF PERFORMANCE AND AUDIENCE 
SPACE 

Structurally, the presentation area within the house would 
seem to have been clearly delineated from the spectator space, 
such as in the proscenium stage. However, the nature of the 
performances themselves tended to blur the distinction. It was 
common for individual members of the audience to participate 
in the production to varying degrees. In some ceremonies, 
songs were sung by all present, not just by the performers. 
Several characters such as the Fool Dancer engaged the audi- 
ence by biting, tearing clothes, or throwing coals. All those so 
injured were paid compensation. Seal Society members both 
participated in and observed the performances. The Grizzly 
Bears had their own dance, but when not performing they sat 
with the other Seals ready to punish any transgression by 
dancer or observer.so “Shielding one’s face from the heat of the 
fire, chewing gum and talking or laughing at inappropriate 
times were all considered offenses and were punished within 
the memory of middle-aged people. In later years the punish- 
ments took on a joking character, and today 119751 are only 
known in memory.”81 The policing methods underscore the 
confrontational aspects of actor-audience interaction. 

Like the Bears, other performers also interacted directly with 
the audience, abolishing the fourth wall. The ’Mu’mu&~ was a 
dancer who threw objects into the audience, carrying disease in 
the form of a worm which he tossed at the people. As the 
dancer made the motion of throwing, the people stooped, hid- 
ing under their blankets. In the fourth pass around the fire, the 
worm seemed to fly into individuals who ran toward the fire 
and collapsed, feigning death. Those who were “infected” by 
the dancer would have been contacted ahead of time and sub- 
sequently reimbursed for their performance. The victims were 
later ”restored” to life.82 The distinction between performer and 
audience was thus not a clear boundary, but rather a continu- 
um, like a semi-permeable membrane. The movement across 
the membrane resulted in a larger interactive space within the 
theater. The lack of clear boundary was enhanced by the use of 
the single central fire and the resulting blurring of clear detail. 
The simultaneous presence of icon and deictic elements also 
contributed to the lack of sharp distinctions. Yet, as Edward 
Bullough has pointed out, distance between actor and audience 
is necessary for appreciation of the art of performance.83 At the 
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same time that Kwakwgkg’wakw viewers and performers 
began to merge spatially, certain physical points were empha- 
sized and marked as unique to the performance. Such points of 
distance are evident in the actions of the dancers. 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF DISTANCE 

The choreography of most dances included pauses and turns at 
each side of the front and rear of the theater. These motions 
were not part of the actions of the general audience. When the 
Harnat’sa danced (accompanied by four of twelve assistants) 
the initiate bit one helper at each of these turning points. The 
dance actions served to emphasize the four specific locations in 
the performance space. Like the entry axis and the dance circle, 
the points are convergence points where various paths come 
together and different spaces intersect. Although variations 
exist in the choreographic pattern, an emphasis on the four 
“corners” generally remained constant. Whereas in a correct 
performance the dancer never intentionally reversed the estab- 
lished pattern for that particular dance, the pausing and turn- 
ing generates the conceptual possibility of conscious variation, 
as if a decision must be made about the direction to follow. It is 
interesting that the likelihood of a performance error was 
greatest at these spots, either in turning the wrong way or by 
falling, mistakes that were considered quite grave. The mem- 
bers of the Seal Society watched carefully and physically bat- 
tered the offender who had to atone via a costly initiation cere- 
mony. Even if committed by members of the audience, errors 
had to be paid for in food, blankets, or other commodities. By 
their policing actions, the Kwakwaka’wakw acknowledged the 
fundamental importance of a precise exhibition and its resul- 
tant signs.84 

The rigidly prescribed motions of the performers and their 
required turns helped to distance the observer from the 
observed. The costumes, masks, and intentionality of the actors 
and actresses also aided in distinguishing these two groups. 
Demonstrating family privileges by wearing masks and 
regalia, as well as by the songs and dances presented, separates 
the performers from the audience whose role is to validate the 
social prerogatives displayed. Differences in action and attire 
tend to counteract the strong merging of spectator and actor 
spaces that results from the blurring of roles. The simultaneous 
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conflation and separation of space results in a form of dramat- 
ic tension; one is never sure when a member of the audience 
will enter the spotlight or when a performer will retire to the 
audience.85 Although performance nodes help to establish a 
dichotomy of function within the theater, they also mark points 
where different physical spaces or districts within the structure 
approach one another. This meeting of divergent areas was 
often marked by some sort of portal. 

PREPARATION AREAS AS CONCEIVED SPACE 

In the domestic Kwakwaka’wakw house a single entrance at 
the front was most commonly used. In the theater there were 
two entrances: the main door and a secret opening in the back. 
The rear of the interior (and this opening) were covered by a 
special painted curtain, with or without the facade of a small 
room. These partitions created, in essence, a second exit from 
the stage area. The front and rear passages mark those points 
where paths cross the edges defined by the physical barrier of 
curtain or wall. The cloth and wood partitions not only served 
to mask backstage preparation, but defined the boundary 
between two semantically active spaces. 

After the first HamatSa dance sequence was acted out in the 
theater, the performer retired to a small room set up in the rear 
of the house. This chamber (the mawil) was for the exclusive 
use of the novice and assistants. It represented the house of 
Baxwbakwalanuxwsiwe’. The facade of the maw2 was embe- 
llished with motifs representing the Man-Eater or his servant 
Raven86 (figure 10). The existence of this exclusive, secluded 
room conceptually corresponds to a similar structure often 
found in the Kwakwaka’wakw residence. When the house was 
not in use as a theater, a platform would sometimes be raised 
at the back of the house. Reached only by ladder, this was used 
by novices, hunters, and others who needed to take precau- 
tions against defilement.87 As hidden spaces, the platform and 
the maw2 were not directly encountered by the audience mem- 
ber, existing as isolated interior districts. 

As the house of Man-Eater, the initiate’s room was conceived 
rather than perceived space. It was an area which was experi- 
enced by the audience indirectly through verbal reference or 
auditory mediation.@ The association of secular status, pres- 
tige, and power with the rear of the house reinforces the use of 
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conceived space to create dramatic tension. The existence and 
utilization of the area also allows for the interplay of the audi- 
ence’s imagination with the performance itself. It introduces a 
component, not just of the unknown, but of the unknowable, 
contributing to the dramatic impact of the production. The 
unique isolation of the mawit would have strengthened this 
impact whenever it was utilized. However, there were 
instances when the separate room was lacking. 

The curtain alone was used in performances that did not involve 
the Hamat’m. One example is the house of an adjunct chief who 
had agreed to have an offspring initiated and, accordingly, to 
host part of that season’s Winter Ceremonial. This chief was 
not prepared for the position of sponsor, and so his house was 
not ”emptied.” Certain families stretched a sail or cloth across 
the rear of the house in lieu of a built wall, the Seal Society sit- 
ting before it. On the third and fourth nights of this ceremony, 
both male and female dancers performed. Those who had the 
right to wear masks as part of their dance did so. The dancers 
arranged themselves behind the curtain and soon began to 
emit the sounds specific to their individual character. The cloth 
was then lowered, revealing the performers. Dropping the cur- 
tain results in a conflation of the preparatory space with the 
performance space, a sudden integration of the conceived with 
the perceived. Ths  merging of two different conceptual fields 
intensifies the climax of the moment when the partition is low- 
ered. At the same time it destroys the unique psychological sig- 
nificance of the area behind the curtain by narrowing the dis- 
tance between viewer and viewed. The unknown or unknow- 
able factor is lessened. The transition from hidden to visual did 
not occur with the solid mawit wall, and so it retained its iden- 
tity as conceived space. 

The roof and sub-floor areas, like the performers’ preparation 
rooms, were also conceived space. At certain times during the 
Hamat’sa performances, the novice, the intended captors, or 
various members of the Seal Society would be heard moving 
about the roof. In the performance rights of specific families, 
the initiate and fellow Hamat’sas descended into the theater by 
means of a single tree trunk called the Cannibal Pole. At other 
times, the dancers jumped through the smoke hole in the roof, 
appeared from backstage, or, rarely, through the front door. 
Sometimes the whistles that signified the spirits also seemed to 
emanate from the roof. In contrast, the ghost dancer and the 
magical tuxw’id appeared to sink into the ground. The latter 
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also conjured up a powerful Sisiyul, a supernatural being who 
often takes the form of a double-headed serpent. The Sisiyul 
image rose up out of the earth when the dancer called and ges- 
t ~ r e d . ~ ~  The ground was the place from which the voices of 
ghosts seemed to come, an effect achieved through the use of 
kelp-speaking tubes buried in the floor. The precise nature of 
this otherworldly place under the ground was left to the imag- 
ination of the audience as was the house interior of Man-Eater 
or the exact actions taking place on the roof. The dramatic 
power of these and other conceived spaces is in their hidden 
indefinite nature. 

Besides the semiotic implications of hidden meaning, the isola- 
tion of the rear of the theater provided support space to prepare 
the actors for their roles. Yet this was not a single indetenninate 
area. The mawil, the section behind the curtain, and even previ- 
ously existing bedrooms divided the precinct. The stipulation 
that only the novice and his helpers could utilize the maw2 
suggested a hierarchy of support spaces such as was found in 
the audience. The facade depiction of motifs associated with 
Baxwbakwalanuxwsiwe’ or his minions further emphasized 
the distinction. 

One element that unified the various support spaces was that 
each was a district isolated from the audience and reserved for 
performers. Unlike the stage, preparatory areas were non-con- 
frontational as long as the separation or boundary with the 
audience remained intact. The edge where the non-confronta- 
tional support space contacts the confrontational performance 
area was defined by the physical line of curtain and facade, or 
by the roof and floor surfaces. The openings in the surfaces 
where these diametric domains came together were charged 
with dramatic intensity and significance. This can most clearly 
be seen in the facade of the mawil. 

INTERIOR EDGES AND NODES 

In the designs linked to Baxwbakwalanuxwsiwe’ or Raven, on 
the mawil an opening was fashioned at the mouth so that the 
Hamat’sa could enter the performance space (figure 10). Thus, 
the dancers appear as if vomited up by the spirit being. Many 
Kwakwaka’wakw myths and songs link the concept of regur- 
gitation with wealth.90 More relevant to the discussion of space 
is the specific use of the opening as an entryway. According to 
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Arnold van Gennep, ”the door is the boundary between the 
foreign and domestic worlds in the case of an ordinary 
dwelling, between the profane and sacred worlds in the case of 
a temple. Therefore to cross the threshold is to unite oneself 
with a new Regardless of one’s interpretation of the 
religious or secular nature of Kwakwaka’wakw theater, the 
two spaces linked by the HamatSa’s entryway were different in 
nature. The performance area was visibly accessible to all pre- 
sent, a place where actors and viewers came together, a per- 
ceived space. In contrast, the maw2 was hidden away, restrict- 
ed to a limited number of people, a clear area of performer- 
audience distinction, a conceived space. The link between these 
places-that is, the edge and its passageway-is saturated with 
meaning, for the entrance into a new world allows for a multi- 
tude of sign possibilities. 

The concept of passing into a new world is also strongly evi- 
denced in the main house entrance and the pole sometimes 
used by the Hamat’sa to descend into the theater from the roof. 
Like the opening in the mawil these apertures function as 
nodes where the outside and inside meet. The door was used 
by both performers and audience as a means of entering and 
leaving the reconstructed space of the theater. In some 
instances, a member of the audience would slip out through 
the secret back exit, only to reenter through the main portal as 
a performer. The importance of the front door was marked by 
the ritual of turning left and then stepping through the door 
with the right foot. Rattles were sometimes shaken to announce 
dancers as they passed the threshold, or boards were beaten as 
the audience entered.92 The elaborate carving of the house posts 
at the entryway also characterized the passage as singular (fig- 
ure 6). The carving and naming of such poles signifies their sta- 
tus as interior landmarks. Boas reports that in one house the 
front carved posts were called “Something-Talking-Inside’’ and 
”The-Orat~r.”~~ The rear columns were designated “The- 
Braggart” and “Attempting-to-Talk-Louder-Than-Anybody- 
Else.” Like the turning points in dances, such landmarks signi- 
fy the importance of front and rear nodes. The decorated house 
facade where the entrance is situated has already been ana- 
lyzed as a demarcation between divergent spaces: the public 
and the private. As the people moved through the door they 
entered a physically transformed region and were consequently 
themselves altered. They were no longer everyday people, but 
those chosen to validate the status of fellow community mem- 
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bers and other Kwakwgka’wakw. They were prepared to 
engage in the interplay between audience and actor. However, 
this was not an interplay that was restricted to the theater itself. 

VILLAGE DISTRICT AS THEATER 

In the previous discussion, Kwakwaka’wakw theatrical perfor- 
mance space has been considered in terms of the physical 
structure of the building and the semiotic implications of 
drama production modifications. However, at least some of the 
performance activities were not confined to the house. These 
occurred on other sites in the theater district which was the 
Kwakwgka’wakw village. Such locations may or may not have 
been associated with specific landmarks, either natural or 
manmade. Integral pieces of the plot transpired on the beach, 
near the woods, and in the public spaces of the village itself. 

When the Hamat’sa first left the woods, he or she was accom- 
panied by audience members as well as other performers. As 
this group approached the theater, the host and family danced 
before the entrance. They were dressed in button blankets and 
red cedar bark ornaments, their faces marked with black spots, 
eagle down on their heads.94 The dance occurred in front of the 
house facade whose decorations were a public statement of 
familial status and an assertion of familial rights. The perfor- 
mances in the interior of the theater were essentially private 
ones to which select members of the public had been invited. 
The dance before the house was a public gesture, played out in 
public territory at the edge between interior and exterior. 
Although such performances expanded the theatrical space 
beyond the confines of the building interior, they were still 
associated with the structure itself. Other ceremonies, howev- 
er, were more removed from this central focus. 

At the beginning of the Winter Ceremonial Season, and sev- 
eral times during this period, messengers were sent out to 
gather the people for performances. On November 19, 1894 
Boas recorded this incident: 

Early in the morning [the Humuf’sus], accompanied by the 
seal society, went from house to house, their faces black- 
ened, and dressed in their various ornaments-the fool 
dancers with their lances, the bears with their enormous 
paws. The fool dancers knocked at the door with their 
lances. Then they entered and invited the people with the 
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same words as are used at ordinary occasions. But they did 
not raise their voices; they uttered the invitation in a low 
growling tone. Whenever the name of a person was men- 
tioned the meaning of which in some way offended the 
bears, they pushed the speaker-one of the fool dancers-so 
that he almost fell down.95 

During the day, the greater Seal Society remained in its dancing 
house while the Bear and Fool dancers would often go about 
chasing and mauling anyone they found abroad.96 This is an 
example of audience participation, albeit unwilling. In all such 
events the dancers were impersonating the mannerisms of 
their character. Like the Hamat’sa, these characters were iconic 
in that they played themselves in their social role as initiated 
members of the dancing society. On November 24, a tuxw’id 
”captured” the power of the Winter Dances. She then traveled 
from house to house throwing this power into the people. By 
their movements throughout the village, the tuxw’id and the 
members of the Seal Society physically expanded the perfor- 
mance space. As the village now represents itself within the 
Winter Ceremonial, like the theater space, it too takes on a true 
iconic identity. In her examination of the Carpus Christi Yark 
Cycle, Scolnicov has also dealt with a theatrical ensemble which 
fills an entire town. ”One finds here that the theatrical space 
and the theater space become coextensive, spreading out to the 
very walls of the town. These walls become the crucial delimit- 
ing line between the sacred and profane spaces.”97 For the 
Kwakwgkg’wakw theater the initial boundaries were those 
which defined the various districts of the community environ- 
ment: the beach and the forest edge. 

In terms of the Winter Ceremonial the forest was a prepara- 
tion space entered by performers and those with special 
responsibilities relative to the theaters. Boys might be sent into 
the woods to collect hemlock or cedar from which to make cos- 
tumes and ~araphernalia.~~ It is also in this space that the 
singers went to learn and practice new songs. A specific clear- 
ing was always used for these activities. Like the backstage 
areas of the theater, this was restricted space. ”After all have 
learned the new songs, they scatter and go home singly in 
order not to attract the attention of the other people.”w As a 
separate space with a uniting characteristic, the clearing was a 
district. It also functions as a landmark in its role as singular 
element in the larger district which is the woods. Although 
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audience members could and did enter the forest, they were in 
danger of attack by the novice or of forced initiation by the 
dance societies that practiced there. Like the restricted areas in 
the theater structure, the woods became conceived space where 
the HamafSa hid and from which sounds emanated. Many dis- 
tinctions are drawn between the village and the forest in 
Kwakwaka’wakw myth, particularly in regards to Man-Eater 
and Dzunugwa. Both these dangerous spirits make their 
homes in the woods, and there are many stories of culture 
heroes who encounter and defeat them, driving them away 
from the village. It was the forest edge where the conceptually 
restricted space of the woodlands contacted the public space of 
the village and activities took place which acknowledged the 
significance of this boundary. 

Before the HamafSa performances could take place in the the- 
ater, the initiate had to be lured out of the woods. In one instance 
reported by Boas, the people gathered at the edge of the forest 
where those who belonged to a dancing society sang new 
songs and moved forward in rows holding each others’ hands. 
The Hamaf’sa suddenly appeared and was surrounded by the 
people. Actually it was an impersonator, who seemed to disap- 
pear right in the midst of the throng. This performer, ”while 
being surrounded by the ’seals’ takes off his hemlock dress and 
dresses in cedar bark like the other seals, so that apparently the 
Hamaf Sa has disappeared again, leaving only his hemlock 
dress.”1oo At the fourth capture attempt, the novice was lured to 
the theater and no longer returned to the woods. In some 
instances important performances marked the sea boundary in 
addition to the edge of the forest. 

On November 23,1894 Boas witnessed the capture of the 
Gusgimaxw novice. The Gusgimaxw had been invited as 
guests and audience for the Winter Ceremonial of the Fort 
Rupert Kwakwakg’wakw. Sometime that morning, after hear- 
ing the young man, the people went to the forest edge behind 
the village hoping to see the HamafSa. This landmark site was 
designated as the spot where the novice would come up from 
the underworld. However, he was not encountered until later, 
when a man was attacked by the initiate in the forest and fled 
into the sea to escape. Here at the water’s edge the HamafSa 
was captured. The Gusgimaxw men sang two newly written 
songs while the women and the novice danced (figure 4). In 
this manner they moved along the beach, eventually entering 
the village. In other instances the Grizzly Bears and Fool 
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Dancers would become excited and chase the people out of the 
theater and into the surf.1o1 

The boundaries defined by the water’s edge and that of the 
forest were like membranes, analogous to those in the theater 
performance space. They limited the physical size of the per- 
formance area to the village district yet allowed for movement 
across by either audience members or actors. Yet the movement 
was not entirely free. The performers were not reported as 
entering the sea, while the audience was actively discouraged 
from going into the surrounding woodlands. The importance 
of these boundaries is signified by the theatrical activities that 
took place there. Yet most such performances were at the begin- 
ning of a given ceremonial sequence. For example, once the 
Hamat’sa entered the house, the activities centered on this land- 
mark. The stage on which the performers played was initially 
limited to that same space in which the acts of everyday social 
discourse occurred. The edges defined the space just as the 
actions of the Hamat’sa in dance, song, and myth defined the 
world boundary. However, as the individual theatrical perfor- 
mances progressed the boundaries contracted. For the 
Kwakwaka’wakw the self-contained world of the living was 
the village which was eventually contained, figuratively and 
literally, within the house cum theater. 

CONCLUSION 

With the change of seasons, the late nineteenth-century 
Kwakwaka’wakw village and individual residence was often 
transformed into a theater through the manipulation of space. 
In this process certain elements were given significance 
through performance actions, the visual arts of painting and 
sculpture, or the appropriation of extra-theatrical sign systems. 
The emphasized components were the paths, edges, districts, 
landmarks, and intersections of the theatrical expanse. These 
elements were utilized in both the initial physical definition of 
space and its later orchestration. Through the organization of 
theatrical territory, themes of extraordinary time and event, 
individual status, and familial rights were played out on the 
stage. For the Kwakwaka’wakw, then as today, the theater not 
only reflected these issues, but helped to shape them into social 
reality. This was accomplished by utilizing a highly interactive 
and dynamic theatrical space. 
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The Kwakwgkg’wakw theater was not a fixed construction 
with highly differentiated performance, audience, and prepara- 
tion spaces. Instead it was a field in flux where boundaries were 
established, disintegrated, and then reconfirmed. In parallel 
with the social hierarchy extant in the residence, audience and 
preparation spaces were arranged to reflect individual or group 
ranking. Overlaying both the house and theater was a sign sys- 
tem based on orientation and the human form. Within this 
structure, conceived and perceived spaces were established and 
then manipulated for varying dramatic effects. The perfor- 
mance field itself involved the interplay of iconic and deictic 
signs, a shifting from the real to the unreal which affected the 
audience space as well. Several facets of Kwakwaka’wakw per- 
formance tended to blur the distinction between the observer 
and the observed, conflating the two areas. At the same time, 
the audience was distanced from the performance, primarily 
through the accouterments of the dancers. Initially, the entire 
village district defined the theatrical space. As certain cere- 
monies progressed, the stage narrowed until it was confined 
within the physical theater structure. 

According to Esslin, one of the main elements that converts 
the stage into an instrument of heightened meaning is the abil- 
ity to concentrate reality in space and time.lo2 The very process 
of this concentration was reflected in the spatial machinations 
of the Kwakwaka’wakw theater. The theater reported by Hunt 
and Boas not only concentrated and reflected the community, 
but influenced its very makeup. Here prestige was won and 
lost, reputations made, and retribution taken. The audience, in 
its role as critic and validator, influenced the dramatic out- 
come as much as the performers themselves. The layering of 
primary significations (such as crest rights) with meta-signifi- 
cations (such as the concept of transformation) created a pow- 
erful determinant within the culture. The intertwining of sign 
types and the semiotic flexibility of its structures, space, per- 
formances, and accouterments extend a power to the theater 
that derived from and carried over into non-theatrical time 
and place. The usurpation of the social and religious construct 
of the community, of the audience itself, provided both mes- 
sage and mechanism. The house was a marked container of 
concentrated reality. During the time of the Red Cedar Bark 
Season, the theater not only symbolized, but truly comprised, 
the world. 
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Famous everywhere, famous everywhere at both ends of the 
world. Tried to be imitated, tried to be imitated at both ends 
of the world. We shall see him (dancing) in the house him 
dancing. lo3 
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